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ANTHONY DRACOPOULOS
The University of Sydney

REALITY OTHERNESS PERCEPTION:
READING CAVAFY’S MYRIS: ALEXANDRIA, AD 3401

a

One of the greatest virtues of Cavity’s poetry is its “openness’’; its ability to engage diverse
readers and to accommodate different reading needs, practices and expectations.
Approximately a century after the first serious review of his poetry,2 his work continues to
challenge critics to discover it anew, promising the adventure of yet one more new
reading. This pivotal trait of his work is connected with the fact that a large number of
his poems are grounded on the axis of a variety of binary oppositions: old – new, inside –
outside, public – private, essence – appearance, latent – manifest, presence – absence. It is
these polarities, these competing views of common, even mundane incidents of life, that,
over Cavafy’s long period of reception, have led a number of critics to pursue the recovery
of an ulterior meaning behind his poems, either by choosing one of the two poles of
comparison, or by even attempting to transcend the compared poles by creating a third
level of signification.

A case in point is the poem Myris: Alexandria, AD 340,3 a poem which, as the title
indicates, is about an imaginary character by the name of Myris, who died in 340 AD. At
a literal level, the poem is quite simple. After being informed of Myris’ death, his
anonymous pagan friend visits Myris’ house to pay his last respects. There, he is con -
fronted by an alien aspect of Myris’ personality, which is signified by the strong Christian
ambience of the funeral: the priests who “evlegan proseucev~ enqevrmw~” (p. 178) [said
prayers fervently] (p. 118) and the presence of a few old women who “camhlav milouvsan

gia / thn teleutaiva mevra pou ejzhse / sta ceivlh tou diarkwv~ tÆ ovnoma tou Cristouv, /
sta ceivlh tou bastouvsÆ evnan staurov” (p. 178) [were talking with lowered voices / about
the last day he lived: / the name of Christ constantly on his lips / his hand holding a
cross.] (p. 118) The anonymous friend, we are told, knew from the beginning that Myris
was Christian, but, up to that point in time, he had no reason to believe that his friend’s
religious persuasion played an essential role in his identity. Despite their different reli -
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gious beliefs, Myris was sharing a way of life committed to the pleasures and joy of an
Alexandrian aesthete:

Ma zouvsen apoluvtw~ san kÆ emav~.

ApÆ ovlou~ pio ejkdoto~ ste~ hdonev~:

skorpwvnta~ afeidwv~ tov crhvma tou ste~ diaskedavsei~.

Gia thn upovlhyi tou kovsmou xevnoiasto~,

ricnovtan provquma se nuvctie~ rhvxei~ ste~ odouv~

ovtan etuvcaine h pareva ma~

na sunantav antivqeth pareva (p. 179)

But he lived exactly as we did:
more devoted to pleasure than all of us,
he scattered his money lavishly on amusements.
Not caring what anyone thought of him,
he threw himself eagerly into night-time scuffles
when our group happened to clash
with some rival group in the street. (p. 119)

When in Myris’ house, the overwhelming Christian signification of Myris’ identity
together with a series of thoughts and recollections associated with the experience of loss
make the pagan friend wonder whether he ever knew the real Myris. He even recalls
three incidents, which, although at the time they went unnoticed, had in fact clearly
demonstrated his friend’s Christian beliefs:

Mavlista mia forav ton eivpame

pw~ qa ton pavroume mazuv ma~ sto Seravpion.

VOmw~ san na dusaresthvqhke

mÆ autovn ton astei>smov: qumouvmai twvra.

A ki avlle~ duo forev~ twvra stov nou mou evrcontai.

VOtan ston Poseidwvna kavmname spondev~,
trabhvcthke apÆ ton kuvklo ma~, ki evstreye allouv tov blevmma.

VOtan enqousiasmevno~ evna~ ma~

eivpen, H suntrofiav ma~ navnai upov 

thvn euvnoian kai thn prostasivan tou megavlou,

tou panwraivou Apovllwno~ – yiquvrisen o Muvrh~

(oi avlloi den avkousan) «th exairevsei emouv». (p. 179)
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[…] once we even told him 
that we’d take him with us to the Serapeion.
But – I remember now –
He didn’t seem to like this joke of ours.
And yes, now I recall two other incidents.
When we made libations to Poseidon,
He drew himself back from our circle and looked elsewhere.
And when one of us in his fervour said:
“May all of us be favoured and protected 
by the great, the sublime Apollo” – 
Myris, unheard by the others, whispered: “Not counting me.” (p. 119)

The poem develops the juxtaposition between the two aspects of Myris’ identity on a
number of levels. Besides the obvious contrast represented by the Christian relatives and
Myris’ friend, there is the internal struggle of the latter who, in his attempt to come to terms
with the alien aspect of Myris’ identity, oscillates between doubt and affirmation, memory
and external reality. At a third level, there is the tension that was probably experienced by
Myris himself, because of his participation in the life of two opposing world systems. All
three are further reinforced by the historical setting of the poem, which is carefully placed
by Cavafy in 340 A.D. The date situates the action “in a time of great political and religious
upheaval: civil strife between the sons of Emperor Constantine the Great, resulting in
Konstantios’ victory, and religious clashes between the supporters of Arios and Athanasios
in Alexandria, resulting in the latter’s banishment to Rome.” (Cavafy, 1975: 186) This
tension is perpetuated through the poem but remains in the end unresolved.

Depending on what critics believe is at stake in the development of the poem’s
polarities,4 they have positioned themselves along various points of a continuum that
connects the two poles. According to C. Robinson, for example, “the opposition between
Christianity and paganism is a symbol of the exclusion and alienation of the lover5 from
the beloved’s family and environment, and hence, ultimately, from the beloved himself.
The fact that the action is set in the dying years of paganism emphasises that the lover is
the loser.” (Robinson, 1988: 108) A second group of critics have, justifiably in the
context of other Cavafian poems, aligned themselves with Myris’ friend. One of the
primary advocates of this reading, I. A. Sareyiannis, suggests that the poem is an episode
of a greater drama which is being played between “the internal truth and external reality,
which collide without hope of reconciliation. […] the poet implies that the narrator
knew about Myris, what is, or at least what we feel to be, more true […]” (Sareyiannis,
1973: 102).6 More recent interpretations have tended to be broader in nature, in an
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attempt to overcome the structural tension built by the poem. M. Pieris, for instance,
suggests that the poem does not decide in favour of either version. Because of its abrupt
ending, “it is up to the reader to ponder on the real victor between […] the typical
insensible function of the general social environment and the deeper essence of the
communication between two people”. (Pieris, 1983: 692)7

The entrapment of the critics in the rhetoric of the dilemma is not entirely
unjustifiable. On the contrary, it is the structure of the poem itself which facilitates it,
primarily because the poem encourages the reader to approach it from the point of view
of Myris’ friend. As readers, we tend to identify with him, because the poem is like a
confession and a parable. We closely follow his dilemma and sympathise with his anxiety.
As a consequence, we accept his testimony as accurate, because we have no reason not to
believe him. He was there. He heard. He saw. Likewise, the pseudo-historical context of
the poem makes us behave towards the storyline in a manner similar to how we would
read a historical text, that is, by believing that it corresponds to a certain reality. Because
of this identification, the poem creates the impression that its interpretation is connected
with the dilemma faced by the narrator and thereby with an attempt to turn the absence
of Myris’ essence into a presence. This is why a number of critics have approached the
poem from the point of view of the narrator and have thus tended to consider the two
different aspects of Myris’ identity in isolation, as two conflicting, hostile and incom -
patible realities. This approach, however, is not validated by the poem for two main
reasons. Firstly, because the poem does not offer any solid basis for choosing one of the
two versions of Myris, since it finishes without resolving the tension it creates. Secondly,
because, as the poem unfolds, the narrator, by failing to construct a comprehensive image
of Myris, is proven to be unreliable. It would not, from this perspective, make sense to
approach the poem on the basis of the factual evidence that is brought forward by an
eyewitness whose credibility is questionable.

A more inclusive reading would perhaps reject the point of view of the narrator in
favour of that of Myris. It may be that for both the narrator and the Christian relatives,
the different aspects of Myris’ identity cannot be reconciled, but from the point of view of
Myris, they could coexist either antagonistically, symbiotically or complementarily, as
they exist in the poem itself. His reality could either be uniform or comprise contra dic -
tory elements, which enable him to function differently in different aspects of social life.
The unresolved tension, however, does not justify such a reading either, since any
attempt at the poem resists situating the true “essence” of Myris.

Those critical approaches which aim to reconstruct Myris’ elusive “essence” seem,
therefore, to be asking the poem to answer a question that it never intended to answer.
We should instead step back and look at what the poem does say about its own logic, its
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process of construction, about the poem as writing. How does it construct the signs of
absence and doubt? On what has the narrator relied for his initial view of Myris and what
exactly makes him doubt the validity of this view? Reformulating our interrogation of the
poem in this way means that we concentrate not on who the real Myris was, but how we
have come to know what we think we know. The issue thus becomes not one of “essence”
but one of perception; not what is reality but how we perceive it and whether we can ever
perceive it in its entirety.

b

Let’s start with the question of the narrator’s initial perception of Myris as a hedonist who
is even “more devoted to pleasure” (p. 119) than his pagan friends. This view obviously
does not lack substantiation. The narrator has known Myris for approximately two years.
His view has been constructed on the basis of their shared experiences and his senses. He
saw him, heard him, and touched him. However, as the poem unravels, this view is
proven inaccurate and untrue. His vision had deceived him. The real Myris escaped him
because he was beyond his experience. This sense of suspicion and doubt towards sensory
and experiential perception and knowledge of reality, developed by the poem, should not
be taken to mean that the senses and experience are completely wrong and, consequently,
useless. If this were indeed the case, the poem would have made the choice on our behalf
by completely discrediting the pagan aspect of Myris’ personality; but it does not. The
narrator does not, by the end of the poem, substitute his version with another. He
certainly leaves the Christian house surrounded by a cloud of doubt, but the reason for his
departure is to protect his initial view and not to replace it:

Petavcqhka ejxw apÆ to friktov tou~ spivti,

ejfuga grhvgora prin arpacqeiv, prin alloiwqeiv

apÆ thn cristianosuvnh tou~ h quvmhsh tou Muvrh. (p. 180)

“I rushed out of their horrible house, 
rushed away before my memory of Myris
could be captured, could be perverted by their Christianity.” (p. 119)

By placing one version, which doubts itself, against another, which does not, the poem
certainly builds an uneven comparison, giving the impression that it favours the Christian
aspect of Myris’ identity. However, the validity of this version is also questionable. The
poem neglects to mention that the Christian relatives have also relied on their senses and
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experiences to construct their own version of Myris. It also neglects to mention that they
do not have access to the evidence that is available to the narrator. They may suspect
Myris’ hidden identity, since they are watching the visitor-narrator “me profanhv aporivan

kai me dusarevskeia” (p. 178) [with evident astonishment and dis pleasure] (p. 119), but
they are certainly not aware of it to the degree that he is. The Christians do not hold the
key to the true Myris. If, as readers, we consider the hedonist version of Myris to be
inaccurate, primarily because of the unreliability of the constituting sensory evidence,
there is no point in accepting the Christian version as more valid, since this is also
grounded on the same structural parameters. Similarly, if the narrator’s vision had provided
him with unreliable images in the past, why does he now allow the images of the Christian
relatives, which have also been constructed on the same type of evidence, to undermine
his initial impression of Myris? Or, if he cannot believe his eyes now, why did he accept his
visual images as true in the past?

The significance of senses in the perception and constitution of reality is thus not
totally refuted, since both versions of Myris, as well as the doubt about the information
they provide, emanate from these. The senses may be useful and problematic. They
provide a ground ing for perception but also undermine that very grounding. They can
potentially function in a self-correcting fashion, but this is a matter of chance rather than
an essential and inher ent trait of their function. Senses, therefore, are not completely
erroneous. They do, how ever, constitute a deficient, even distorted, version of reality,
because some sensory infor mation, which is essential for a more comprehensive percep -
tion, fails to register its impor tance. Either it is not available to the senses, or it is
considered by the perceiving agent as secondary.

These observations naturally beg the question of why certain sensory data are not con -
sidered important by the perceiving agents at the moment of their perception. We saw
that the narrator had on three occasions witnessed manifestations of Myris’ Christianity,
but ignored them as secondary and negligible information. His view of Myris had therefore
been constructed by bringing together fragmented images and impressions of Myris’
behaviour. From these impressions he had created an image for the whole. It seems that
three interrelated factors played a decisive part in the underestimation or misjudgement of
data, which, had it been considered, would perhaps have contributed to the construction
of a different image of Myris.

The most significant was the context of their association. Myris’ hedonistic side could
only be properly manifested in the moments of their shared social outings, moments of fun
and entertainment. In their time together, the members of their group had no reason to
dispute the identity of Myris, since they would see him behaving like them. The con text of
the group’s action encouraged them to pay primary attention to certain behavioural
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patterns and, at the same time, to overlook what seemed secondary or alien to the conven -
tionally accepted image of Myris’ behaviour. So, even though, as acknowl edged by the
narrator, they knew from the beginning that Myris was Christian, they did not seriously
consider this fact, because in their outings that aspect of their friend’s identity remained
inactive. The context of association therefore determined signifi cantly the way they saw
Myris. A second factor was the cultural background of the group. The constituent ele ments
of its member perception, such as their general convictions, views on life, and their former
experiences, stemmed from a specific cultural, religious and social context – that of pagan -
ism – which decisively influenced what they saw. They would “see” only what was meaning -
ful within their world. Like the narrator, they were obviously “not very familiar” (p. 118)
with the Christian religion. They, therefore, lacked the necessary background that would
enable them to perceive such aspects of Myris’ personality which did not subscribe to their
view of the world. A third important consideration was the consensual view of the group.
It is implicit in the poem that each member of the group had constructed a similar view of
Myris on the basis of similar premises. The acceptance, or at least the lack of contestation,
of this view formed a kind of silent consensus as to what they perceived as the real Myris.

Because of these factors, there was no reason for the narrator to question his view of
Myris. When, however, he is confronted by the image of a completely different reality, he
sees the same things that he had seen in the past in a new context and from a different
perspective. Attending as he does the funeral preparations, he stands at the edge of a
different world and concentrates his attention on it in a way he has never done before.
Fleetingly, he overhears the aged women expressing their perception of Myris, a per ception
so different from his own. He momentarily transcends his usual positioning and looks at
himself from a distance. It is not accidental that this moment of doubt and self-awareness
takes place when he has to deal with the gravity of loss and death; at a moment of crisis
when he is more susceptible to challenge. It is, however, the overwhelming inter-
subjective agreement of the Christian relatives that is the main cause of this crisis.
Consensus, therefore, not only confirms a subject’s view of reality but it also undermines it,
problematises it, and for this reason, on its own, could be just as unreliable as the senses.

g

Read from this perspective, the poem suggests that one’s perception of reality is deter -
mined by the senses and experience, the cultural, religious and social context of one’s
origin, the social and private context of action and the consensus or inter-subjective
agreement of the group one belongs to. On the basis of our senses, we perceive impressions
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of reality and otherness. We form our view of the real by paying particular attention to
some of these impressions, while ignoring others as negligible or of less importance. As a
result, we come into contact with a segment of reality which we mistakenly assume to be
the whole. The context in which we perceive reality together with our pre-existing
knowledge and our views on life play a significant part in rating these impressions. We see
what we have learned how to see, but also what we expect to see. Consequently, every
perception of reality will be to some degree partial, incomplete and imperfect.

The individual realities find common points of contact, only when their parameters
of perception coincide or share some similarities. What could be called or what is usually
taken for “objective reality” from the perspective of a group of individuals, for example
the group of Myris’ friends, is in effect an inter-subjective construct of reality, which
results from the consensus of the members of the group. This consensus may derive from
the fact that we learn, within the context of a relative cohesive social group, to perceive
the world in a similar fashion. In other words, if the members of the group with which we
are associating see the world in a manner similar to ours, then we accept that the world is
indeed as we see it, although it is possible that we all have a mistaken or inaccurate
representation of it. We perceive reality in a specific fashion, but we are not in a position
to claim with absolute certainty if reality is in fact the same as our perception of it. This is
why subjective or inter-subjective perceptions of the real could be disputed or even
altered by different perceptions of it. Conflicting representations, however, cannot always
be resolved with reference to reality, because the experiential evidence that grounds each
representation may have different meaning from within the perspective it is proposed.

There is no doubt that the poem problematises and destabilises ways of perception and
communication that we usually take for granted. More importantly, it challenges the
possibility of legitimising what one considers to be real and by extension, the uselessness of
engaging in a discussion which would hope to achieve a solid knowledge of the essence of
reality. If there is no ultimate reality to get to, any attempt to judge how close one’s
perception of the real is to what might be the real is an impossible task. This is why Myris’
view of himself is not included in the poem. This is why the poem perpetuates the
narrator’s doubt by ending abruptly. And this is why it is constructed from the point of
view of Myris’ admirer. What therefore seems to drive Cavafy in this particular poem is not
an aspiration to reveal the truth about Myris, nor to construct a more accurate account of
perception. These observations, relativist as they sound, are in line with Cavafy’s views on
the issues of truth and representation as they are expressed in his Ars Poetica:

“[…] care should be taken not to lose from sight that a state of feeling is true and
false, possible and impossible at the same time, or rather by turns. And the poet –
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who, when he works the most philosophically, remains an artist – gives one side:
which does not mean that he denies the obverse, or even – though perhaps this is
stretching the point – that he wishes to imply that the side he treats is the truest, or
the one oftener true. He merely describes a possible and an occurring state of feeling
– sometimes very transient, sometimes of some duration.” (Cavafy, 1963: 40–42)

Consequently, Cavafy establishes binary oppositions not in order to eliminate or to assert
the superiority of one of the two poles of comparison, but in order to demonstrate the
impossibility of choosing one or the other. The dilemma which is so carefully built by the
poem is thus a pseudo-dilemma. It exists only to offer a journey for self-reflection. Myris
thus seems analogous to Cavafy’s earlier poem Ithaka, where the destination exists for the
purpose of accumulating life-long wisdom and experience:

H Iqavkh s’ evdwse t’ wraivo taxivdi.

Cwriv~ authvn den qavbgaine~ ston drovmo.

VAlla den evcei na se dwvsei pia.

Ki an ptwcikhv thn brei~, h Iqavkh den se gevlase.

VEtsi sofov~ pou evgine~, me tovsh peivra, 

hvdh qa to katavlabe~ h Iqavke~ ti shmaivnoun. (p. 53)

Ithaka gave you the marvellous journey.
Without her you wouldn’t have set out.
She has nothing left to give you now.

And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,
you’ll have discovered by then what these Ithakas mean. (p. 29–30)

From this perspective, the critical approaches which are caught up in the problematic of
the dilemma, justified as they might be by the ploys of the Cavafian discourse, even when
they suggest that the choice is up to the reader, seem to miss the point.

But where does this problematic leave us? And where does it leave Cavafy? Does he
believe that reality in fact escapes from us because of the imperfect means we use to
perceive it? Are we trapped in a subjective reality and by extension incapable of per ceiving
the wholeness of reality? His response is to create a textual reality which engrafts his own
problematic on the story of the poem and has as its theme these questions. In so doing, he
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questions the processes with which we come into contact with the outside world in order
to understand the limits of these processes. A number of propositions which can be
deduced from the poem such as: appearance does not always coincide with reality, our
world is not the world, our view of the other is not the other, to name just a few, do not
constitute answers in the normal sense of the word. Rather, they highlight the complexity
of the question. Because the poem focuses on the the question rather than attempting to
offer an answer, it leaves us with an open-ended didacticism as elusive in its totality as the
totality of Myris’ identity. The more you ponder these questions, the more you can say
about the poem. By resisting pinpointing Myris, it resists thus the permanence of a (fixed)
meaning of reality and otherness, and consequently the perma nency of its own meaning.
The meaning of reality, “otherness”, and by extension, the meaning of the poem itself, will
remain wanting, as does our perception of the other, even when we think we know the
other enough to fall in love with it. Meaning, from the point of view of the poem, seems to
be lost in the lacunae of perception, in the difference of perceptions, or even in the various
perceptions of difference.

It is not a coincidence that this type of knowledge is derived from the divided world of
Christians and pagans; a world with opposing or conflicting world-views, which is
analogous to the multi-ethnic society of Cavafy’s Alexandria and mutatis mutandis to the
modern fragmented society in general. Because its society is cut into smaller relatively
autonomous spheres with their own functional rules, it lacks a generally accepted and
shared system of references. As a result, it offers not only different experiences to different
individuals, but it also calls on the individual to function differently in different spheres of
social and private life, even to use in these spheres values which are drawn from con -
flicting contexts. It is a world uncertain of its values, which encourages subjectivism and
scepticism and is thus inherently subversive of the taken-for-granted reality of more tradi -
tional societies. It offers the possibility of experiencing otherness, and for this reason it
negates the experience of wholeness. Otherness implies movement to different loca tions of
viewing. The individual is able to see reality from a various points of view and, therefore,
to develop an understanding and knowledge which is different to the “static” point of view
of a more traditional society with a commonly shared system of knowledge. One has
perhaps won a more comprehensive knowledge, but has lost the certainty offered by the
illusion of truth. As a consequence, the individual will have access to aspects and versions
of reality and for this reason will know it only in fragments and never in its entirety.8

From this perspective the poem does not simply thematise perception, but the
problem of poetic perception and representation. It may be considered a self-referential
poem,9 a poem about poetics, which describes the angst of the subject of writing in his
failure to grasp the wholeness of reality. “The terrible news” (p. 118) is not simply that
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Myris is dead, but that a uniform and commonly shared symbolic language with which
individual subjects could perceive and represent reality and also communicate with
certainty about the content of their discourse and actions has disappeared from Cavafy’s
contemporary world. Myris is perhaps this wholeness that is irretrievably lost. Cavafy, as a
poet, seems to experience it as a personal loss. The realisation of this loss unavoidably
means that the poet no longer has the option of recovering it. This is why he makes
Myris’ friend leave. The poet–narrator finally chooses to maintain his own version of
Myris, his own version of reality, even if this has been mortally contaminated by the
venom of doubt. To hold Myris in his memory with the blindness of love or as he has
portrayed him with his art: “wraivo kai sunaisqhmatikov” (p. 98) [good-looking and
sensitive], “idewvdh” [ideal] with “mian oneirwvdh sumpaqhtikhv emorfiav” (p. 98) [a
dreamy, appealing beauty] (p. 58), “na caivretai, kai na gela, kai n’ apaggevlei stivcou~

/ me thn teleiva tou aivsqhsi tou ellhnikouv ruqmouv” (p. 178) [enjoying himself,
laughing, and reciting verses / with his perfect feel for Greek rhythm] (p. 118).
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NOTES

1 I am grateful to Alfred Vincent, Vrasidas Karalis and Patricia Aliferis for their useful comments
and suggestions.

2 I am referring to the well-known article by G. Xenopoulos entitled “A Poet”, published in 1903
in Panathinaia, republished in Xenopoulos, 1963: 1443–1449.

3 I have used the translation of E. Keeley and P. Sherrard, Cavafy: 1975 and the original text
from Cavafy, 1990.

4 The major interpretations concern the essence of Myris’ identity and the level of
communication in a dichotomised world.

5 Despite Robinson’s claim, the relationship between the narrator and Myris remains ambiguous.
The evident erotic attraction of the narrator to Myris, as indicated by the expression “ton
nevon pou lavtreua paravfora” (p. 178) [the young man I’d worshipped so passionately] (p.
118), falls short of a reciprocal attraction or a love affair.

6 In a similar fashion, E. Keeley believes that “The conflict becomes, in the concluding stanza, a
struggle between the influence of Christian ritual performed by attendant priests “praying
loudly / for the young man’s soul” and the influence of that lost passionate life the two lovers
had shared – a struggle, if you will, between Christian mystery and worldly memory. […] The
preservation through remembrance of that lost passionate life in its purity, untouched by doubt
or alien influence, seems to be the ultimate act of faith for an Alexandrian hedonist of the
Cavafian persuasion.” Keeley, 1977: 137–138.

7 For further attempts to overcome the structural polarities of the poem, see also Ilinskayia, 1983:
269, Rozanis, 1979: 139–160 and Angelatos, 2000: 95–102.

8 To stretch the point even further, let’s assume that the narrator could have access to all possible
manifestations of Myris’ character in both his personal and social life and that he was
participating, like Myris, in both the Christian and pagan world. Even in this case, it is quite
unlikely that he would have developed a holistic view of Myris. The narrator would not, for
example, know with certainty whether Myris’ intentions or thoughts corresponded to his
actions.

9 G.P. Savvidis lists the poem in his Cavafian catalogue of poems about poetics with no
commentary. (Savvidis, 1985: 310)
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